Are the materials I want to use copyrighted or in the public domain?

Is the material protected by a digital lock?

Is the material subject to a digital license? (Search digital licenses here)

Does your intended use fall within one of the exceptions in the Copyright Act (e.g. Fair Dealing)? Please see our flow chart on Fair Dealing for more information. Link.

You may not use the material unless you legitimately obtain a 'key' to the lock or get the material from a different source. Contact ubc-copyright@interchange.ubc.ca for more information.

Okay to post on LMS or distribute in-class. Select "Public Domain" for use in the LMS.

Okay to post on LMS or distribute in-class. Select "With Permission" for use in the LMS.

We are working on a Public Domain flowchart that could potentially be linked to instead of the guide.

LMS = Learning Management System